For any of a large reservoir, it will involve enormous consequences of economic, social and environmental protection to vent reservoir to leakage repair of upstream face of the dam. Thus, in the case of without venting reservoir, it is indeed a very challenging new topic how to repair the dam upstream face. The construction technology of the floating arch cofferdam is first surrounding part of the dam surface without venting the reservoir, which can create the "dry job" environments to repair cracks on concrete surface of dam. After completion of the construction, the water is discharged in the cavity of the arch cofferdam, and the arch cofferdam can automatically rise to float in the water. The floating arch cofferdam is towed to the next construction unit by tugboat, and is water-filled, sank, placed, water sealed, drained the stagnant water inside the cofferdam to create another "dry" environment for construction. Aiming to the most severely freezing-thaw damaged parts for Man tai city dam, a steel tube cofferdam of semi-round is constructed. We have no submariners' assistance for this test, but arch cofferdam floating underwater install still be finished. When sealing is done, the water within the cofferdam is pulled out, and the "Dry work" environment is formed for construction.
Preface
Due to water seepage, erosion, frost and other factors, the upstream dam face will be inevitably damaged. However, any of a large reservoir is completely draw off to antiseepage repair of dam upstream face, which can involve enormous consequences of economic, social and environmental protection [1] [2] . Therefore, it is a very challenging new topic to anti-seepage repair of dam upstream face under the condition of not emptying the reservoir. The construction technology of the floating arch cofferdam is presented. First, the part of the dam surface is surrounded without venting the reservoir, which can create the "dry job" environments to repair cracks on concrete surface of dam. After completion of the construction, the water is discharged in the cavity of the arch cofferdam, and the arch cofferdam can automatically rise to float in the water. The floating arch cofferdam is towed to the next construction unit by tugboat, and is waterfilled, sank, placed, grouted water seal, drained the stagnant water inside the cofferdam to create another "dry job" environment for construction. __________________________
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The impact on the socio-economic of lowering water level is as much as possible to minimize.
Design of the Floating Arch Cofferdam
Floating arch cofferdam is designed as a hollow semi-circular steel tube. It is made of sheet steel and is support by internal steel to prevent buckling. If it is cut by a series of horizontal planes, milt-layers semi-hollow cylindrical shell can be gotten, as shown in Figure 1 . They are bolted to each other as a whole, but their respective cavities are unconnected having pipes and drains.
The floating arch cofferdam has two main characteristics. First, using the arch theory, and the water pressure will be converted into the axial pressure delivered to the upstream face of dam. It is different with the arch, and there is no the problem of abutment stability. Second, the arch structure is a cavity, and can take advantage of the principle of buoyancy.
Actually, It is the use of the approach of water supply and drainage from the cavity to regulate the arch cofferdam of ups and downs. For each section of the arch cofferdam, its weight is fixed, and simply needs adjusting its buoyancy, which not only can make cofferdam freely float in the water, but also can float in any depth of water. Thus, the transport, assembly, transfer and other processes of the arch cofferdam will be very convenient. As is shown in Figure 1 . 
Experimental Study

Basic information
Man Tai city reservoirs located at the midstream of Gaya river of the tributary of the Tumen River and in Wangqing County of Yanbian Korean Autonomous Prefecture in Jilin Province. It is 25km away from the Wangqing county, and 27.5km from Tumen City. Location：Dam longitude is 129°43′20″, North latitude is 43°09′16″. Man Tai city dam is Rcc gravity dam, and the ground properties is rock foundation. The normal water level is 136m, and the altitude of crest is 168.00m. The maximum height of dam is 37.00m. The crest length is 337 m. The spillway length is 136m, the crest elevation is 155.00m, and the crest wide is 6m.
For the most serious part of freeze-thaw damage of the Man Tai city reservoirs (about elevation158.0～162.0), the "Dry work" environment is formed in the upstream dam face to repair and reinforcement. At present, the net inner diameter of arch cofferdam for experiment is 3m, and the seal test of mold bags of cement mortar and GB flexible packing seal test are done.
Manufacture of Cofferdam
The cofferdam is a semi-circular hollow steel cylinder. After the sealing of two limbs of the arch foots and the bottom of the cofferdam with the upstream face of the dam is done, and water in the cofferdam is pumped out, which can form the "Dry work" environment.
Floating Arch Cofferdam manufacture is shown in Figure2. （a） （b） Figure 2 . Floating Arch Cofferdam manufacture.
Seal of Cofferdam
The firstly is the seal between the contact of arch cofferdam and the dam surface must be ensured to be watertight. The second is the seal between the various stages of arch cofferdam. So there are two kinds of seal. The former, when the arch dam cofferdam snapping to dam, the cement mortar is filled into the molded bag located at the two limbs foot of cofferdam. There are many successful examples abroad. The latter is the most widely used rubber seal.
Floating Arch Cofferdam and dam snapping
It has a lot of successful projects of the floating arch cofferdam and dam snapping at home and abroad, but it is with the help of submariners. We have no submariners' assistance for this test, and it is operated fully by Water staff. We can mainly pull the rope through the steering wheel to make the bottom (underwater) of the floating arch cofferdam and dam snap. The upper cofferdam can be snapped though the tightener prior fixed to the bolt, which the sealing process will encounter many difficulties. As shown in Figure 3 , after the entire floating arch cofferdam remains in underwater place by gravity (including weight and water weight), buoyancy and rope suspension forces, we can taut rope through tight line 1,2,3,4 and (1), (2), (3), (4). As shown in Figure 4 , through the lever pulley device, if we drag 1 and 2 wire rope on the crest-beam frame, it will gradually make the lower of the floating arch cofferdam close to the surface. Try to keep the rope horizontal position 1,2.
Mold bag Grouting
We have no submariners' assistance for this test, and it is sure to encounter many difficulties. Thus, the seal between the cofferdam and dam surface is as the focus of this trial. The mold bag is the long strip nylon braid with Vinyl resin, which is installed in the groove of the two limbs with arch cofferdam assembled. The top of mold bag is out of the water and the bottom is reached to the bottom of the bottom section of the cofferdam. Entire mold bag is submerged, and is stretched by weight of sand-cement grout to tightly bond with dam. Thus sealing is successful completed. After accurate positioning of the arch cofferdam, the two limbs mold bag should be grouted as soon as possible and be controlled to even rise. Each time transfer construction sites, the elongated nylon need to be replaced, and be re-grouted to fill. Mold bag sealing of Man Tai city experimental is shown in figure 9.
The experimental conclusion
Through on-site engineering tests: including the section manufacturing, transport, site installation, hanging into the reservoir, snapping dam, sealing, pumping out the water in the cofferdam, we can create the "dry job" environments to repair cracks on concrete surface of dam. As shown in Figure 6 . 
Conclusions
The professional technical novelty show that the construction technology of floating arch cofferdam is no precedent at home and abroad. Whether it is for today's start, or to the development of tomorrow, the floating arch cofferdam construction technology should be included on the agenda for engineering field test, which can create a "dry work" environment for construction of the seepage treatment underwater for the upstream face of the dam, for example, the concrete gravity dam, RCC gravity dam and concrete faced rockfill dam, etc. It is expected to become a typical demonstration project for the upstream face of the dam underwater repair and strengthening. After the field tests, the construction method is further improved, and once is proved effectively, can be promoted to the use.
